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Believe in values, 

Choose innovation!

We are a service agency providing solutions with high

technological innovation.

With more than 600 professionals forming our big family

and with 12 field offices around Italy, we support our

costumers with expertise and passion in the sensitive

process of Digital Transformation.

Our solutions integrate Artificial Intelligence with other

technologies (blockchain, Cloud, Data Science, Internet

of Things) and span from robotics to satellite systems,

from visual analysis systems to semantic search engines

and machine learning.

We believe in future and Digital Innovation to make life

easier for everybody in our country, not only through the

simplification of the production and organizational

processes governing business, but also of cultural, social

and creative processes. Achieving this in a new, efficient,

creative and ethical way is a key factor that promotes our

idea of innovation.

We believe that an idea can be successful only if it

creates a real and measurable value: this principle

represents the foundation of our work, day by day, along

with our customers.



Youmble is a suite of automotive solutions, perfect for

connectivity and managing data in real time, that includes a

proprietary IoT platform, automotive-oriented, modern and

scalable, the FIDELITY system, conceived to answer to the

requests of the Automotive world, and a mobile app for the end

customer.

A one only solution that offers services of Fleet Management,

Black Box, satellite anti-theft alarm, active CRM, eCall, Telemetry,

remote diagnostics.

Through the use of an electronic device aboard the vehicle (black-

box), Youmble can constantly monitor its geographical position.

It is able to collect and manage also additional and diagnostic

data, creating active alarms and/or reports of use.

YOUMBLE DESIGN IDEAS
Management of an automotive fleet for passenger transport

It is possible to monitor parameters like position, fuel level, drive-style of the driver and stops. The

system is also capable to manage the history of the different rides, that can be integrated with the

billing system, and also predictive maintenance, i.e. the conditions of the vehicles in order to predict

when a malfunction is going to happen.

Management of a heavy goods vehicles for freight transport, through monitoring of

parameters like position, fuel level, working hours of the driver, stop and travel times

both by day and night, in order to comply to the parameters of the relevant legislation.

Constant compliance to those parameters is allowed by special devices that are

integrated with the on-board tachograph and with the CAN-Bus of the vehicle



All Youmble devices are certified to the European standards and meet all the legal requirements and the 

implementing regulations of the European Commission.

All Youmble devices are equipped with Black Box, registering the activity of the vehicle with analysis of the 

parameters of the driving style, crash detection and reenactment of the accident under the Administrative Decree of 

Ministry of Transport.

OPERATION CENTER H24, 365 DAYS A YEAR AND SATELLITE ANTITHEFT DEVICE

Youmble has an Operation Center available for the costumers every day of the year. The O.C. provides assistance to

the driver in case of theft of the vehicle, accident, emergency, breakdown, sudden illness or any other need.

This solution allows to locate the vehicle through the mobile app and the platform; in case of attempted theft, it may

block the engine ignition remotely, by intervention of the O.C. or directly through the app.

In case of accident, the Youmble O.C. provides immediate assistance (contacting the tow truck for en emergency,

sending help in case of sudden illness, retrieving the vehicle by law enforcement intervention).

COMPLIANCE TO LEGAL REQUIREMENTS



MAIN ADVANTAGES FOR THE DEALER

MAIN ADVANTAGES FOR THE END CUSTOMER

YOUMBLE FIDELITY

Thanks to Youmble Fidelity, the dealer can start a 

digitalization to relate with its customers and ensure their 

loyalty in a very simple way.

Through Youmble Fidelity, the dealer can monitor the 

maintenance plan of the vehicles of its costumers and 

contact them to inform them about possible controls to 

the automobile (maintenance, tyre replacement, 

inspection, oil change, revision, etc.).

Ensures the loyalty of the customers, monitoring the state of their 
vehicles and contacting them directly when it’s time for maintenance or 
anything;

Can execute marketing operation to provide promotions and exclusive 
benefits for the customers;

Adds value to all post-sale activities with only one platform;

Increases redemption in repair shop by 50%.

The customer is certain that his/her vehicle is monitored, especially 
about maintenance;

All vehicle information, location and maintenance status in just one APP;

With the APP, the customer can contact the dealer to schedule an 
appointment at the closest repair shop;

With the APP, the customer can request the assistance of the Operation 
Center H24 in case of problems or thef.



MAIN ADVANTAGES FOR THE INSURANCE COMPANIES

YOUMBLE INSURANCE

Youmble Insurance allows to analyze and offer detailed 

reports about analysis, driving stile, crash management 

and accident reenactment.

With this solution, the insurance companies are able to 

widen their customer base, offering substantial solutions 

and discounts.

Youmble insurance reduces the risk of accidents and 

theft with different alarms for such events.

Driving style analysis;

Crash alarm;

Accident reenactment;

Possibility to develop insurance offers based on actual kilometers, actual 
usage, actual geographical area or driving style;

Possibility to customize the service and integrate it with other insurance 
services.



MAIN ADVANTAGES FOR FLEET MANAGERS

YOUMBLE FLEET MANAGEMENT 

Youmble fleet management is the perfect solution for 

continuous monitoring of vehicles and data management 

in real time. The system is conceived for Fleet managers 

and it allows to reduce overall management costs and 

therefore increase fleet efficiency.

Youmble fleet allows to track location and routes of the 

vehicles in real time and monitor fuel consumption and 

driving styles.

Youmble fleet allows a diagnosis of the vehicle, the 

management of anomalies, and the control of all data of 

the fleet through a modern automotive IoT platform, 

programmable and scalable, completely developed by 

TopNetwork.

Engine block and retrieval of stolen vehicles;

Regular and extraordinary maintenance;

Usage and performance;

Fuel and driving style monitoring;

Emergency management;

Coordination of vehicles and cost optimization;

Possibility to customize the service and integrate it 
with other company systems.
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